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JULY MEETING— Recap
The Challenges of Large Format Porcelain Tiles!
This presentation discussed everything from the manufacturing
of tile through the installation. Many new innovations have
been introduced coinciding with sustainability and modern design.
Tile characteristics such as tile calibration, tile curvature, tile
porosity and tile thickness are all factors in determining your
final tile installation. We will also look at the setting materials
specifications and how those are influenced by the newer, larger tiles.
Organizations such as TCNA, ANSI and ISO were also discussed and shown how they all work together to aid in the development of the proper
specification for these newer larger tile installations.
Other installation techniques and requirements were discussed and explained along with
TCNA’s environmental classifications for determining the proper installation methods necessary for the tile systems performance requirements.
For more information, please contact:
Guest Speakers:

Sean Leich, with MAPEI
Erick Calderon from La Nova
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President’s Message
Alex Bernard, CSI, AIA, LEED GA, CDT
President, CSI Houston Chapter
Dear fellow CSI Houston Chapter
Member,
I am excited to serve as your new
CSI Houston Chapter President for
the 2016/2017 fiscal year and would
like to thank you for entrusting me
with this position. I would also like to
thank Holly Jordan for her service
this past year and for her support to
prepare me for this great task.

CLICK HERE FOR

FEATURE YOUR PRODUCTS
WITH A
TABLE TOP DISPLAY

The CSI Houston Chapter is a strong chapter that has enjoyed steady membership and participation. In order to continue our success and to ensure a strong future for the Chapter the board met two years ago with Pat Kiley with Kiley Advisors and devised a 5-year strategic plan that outlined a
roadmap to ensure continued and sustainable growth as a
chapter. It is my goal to continue on this path forward to
growth by means of outreach, increasing membership and
participation and providing quality program content and promoting CSI’s core value of Building Knowledge – Improving
Project Delivery. As a first step I will be calling on members to
become Chapter Ambassadors whose task will be to promote
the CSI brand.

At each monthly meeting, the Chapter
encourages Industry Members to provide a table top display of their products and services for the inspection
and education of those attending the
meeting.
The table top display is also encouraged to be presented during the social
hour and after the program, which allows for questions and discussion by
attendees.
The presentation fee is $200 for mem-

Lastly, it is never too early to promote our annual CSI Houston golf tournament which will be held as usual at The Club at
Falcon Point on Monday, October 10, 2016.
I look forward to another successful year at CSI Houston!
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How Did The Economy...

Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA CSC
Please - How did we get here? Effects of the
economy on membership, MythBusters edition
Among the things that have been blamed for declining membership is the economy. By the time I
was elected to the Institute board, membership
had already fallen about fifteen percent from its
peak in the late '90s, and it continued to decline.
As we'll see in a moment, my term of service on
the board happened to coincide roughly with the
Great Recession of 2007-2009. Membership did
decline during that recession, though not as
much as you might think. It's more significant that
in the years leading up to that recession, the
economy was good, yet membership was declining.
When I was on the board, and many times since,
I have heard members attribute the loss of members to the economy. While I accept that as a
possibility, it seems to me that if the economy
does have an impact on membership, we should
regain lost members when the economy improves. I didn't think that was happening, so I decided to do look at the numbers. Please note that
I am not an economic or financial analyst of any
sort, but what I found does seem reasonable.
And what did I find? That the economy has had
little impact on CSI membership.
When writing previous articles about the history
of CSI, I gleaned information about the number of
members and the number of chapters from a variety of sources, which I used to produce a number of graphs. Some of those graphs were published along with articles, and though there were
acknowledged problems some of the numbers,
no one has objected to the overall picture I presented, so I will accept the information as reasonably accurate.
For information about the economy, I went to
FRED Economic Data as published by the FedCSI Houston Spec.tectonics

eral Reserve Bank of St. Louis. On the FRED
website, I found a graph of "Civilian Unemployment Rate" the range of which conveniently coincides with CSI's lifespan, 1948 through 2016. I
thought the economic information made more
sense if it showed employment, rather than unemployment, so I inverted the graph, then superimposed on it a graph showing our membership
and the number of CSI chapters. (I am not certain
that is entirely valid, but I think it's reasonably
good for my purposes.) Finally, to make the image easier to read, I removed gridlines, scales,
and labels.
As noted, the graph begins in 1948 and extends
to the present. The health of the economy, as
represented by the number of employed, is
shown by a dark gray line. Recessions are indicated by light gray vertical bars. CSI's membership is shown by a blue line, and the number of
chapters is shown by a red line.
With all that information in one place, what can
we deduce about the effect of the economy on
membership?
CSI's first year ended in the beginning of the Recession of 1949, which lasted a year. As a new
organization, with little but some great ideas to
offer, I doubt the economy had any effect on
membership, which rose a bit and then remained
stable through a strong economy and the Recession of 1953.
That was followed by a period of strong, uninterrupted growth of membership, beginning in 1955.
During the first part of that period, we had the Recessions of 1958 and 1960-61, neither of which
had any apparent effect on membership.
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How Did the Economy…(cont)
As you can see, growth slowed down in the late
'60s - during a good economy - but was relatively
steady through 1979. During this period, we experienced the Recessions of 1969-70 and 197375, as well as a recovering economy between
those recessions. Again, membership continued
to grow at about the same pace regardless of
what the economy was doing.
An interesting period began about 1979. Membership grew at a remarkable rate for the next
four years, at about 1,000 per year. And yet, during those years, we had the Recession of 1980
followed immediately by the Recession of the
Early 1980s (no, I don't understand why those
are separate recessions), a total of two years. At
the end of those two years, we saw unemployment peak at 10.2 percent, the highest level between 1948 and today.
Since then, we have had the recession of the
early 1990s, the recession of the early 2000s,
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and, most recently, the Great
Re ce ssion
of
2007-09. Other than a slightly steeper decline
during the Great Recession, there is no apparent
correlation between membership and the economy.
And so, for all of the MythBusters fans, I'd say the
idea that the economy affects membership is ef-

fectively
Now for some homework. Go back to last month's article,
and see if you can determine what CSI did that might have
affected membership, and we'll compare notes next month.

More information about Institute awards and honors. Hurry; submittals are due 6 May!
More thoughts about awards: Why have Awards
and honors? How many awards should we have?
CSI Honors acknowledge those whose contribu-
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Chris Whitmire,
chrisw@nationalgypsum.com
(813) 447-6473

PJoseph@weatherizationpartners.com
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Board Meeting Minutes—Approved
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The Annual CSI Houston golf tournament which will be held as usual
at The Club at Falcon Point on Monday, October 10, 2016
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2016-17 CSI HOUSTON CHAPTER OFFICERS
President:

Alex Bernard, AIA, CSI, LEED GA, alex.bernard@hok.com, (713) 407-7866

Past President:

Holly Jordan, FCSI, CCS, SCIP, LEED AP BD+C, holly.jordan@hok.com, (713) 407-7850 o, (713) 870-6788 c

President-Elect:

Bill Fairbanks, CSI, CCPR, Fairbanks@rpcinc.com (713) 542-3777 c

VP Finance/Admin:

Brian Selig, CSI, brian@wadearch.com, (713) 818-2835 o

VP Professional Development:

Bob Woodburn, AIA, CSI, CCS, CCCA, rewoodburn@ymail.com, (713) 303-2308 c, (713) 722-7487

VP Member Services:

Chris Eakins, CSI, Chris.Eakins@allegion.com, (713) 683-6400 office, (281) 658-9821 c

VP Public Services:

Logan Vits, CSI, CCPR, LEED AP BD+C, logan.vits@assaabloy.com, (713) 703-5201 c

Secretary:

Phyllis Joseph, CSI, CDT, LEED GA, pjoseph@weatherizationpartners.com, (832) 289-6765 c

Treasurer:

Wade Arnold, CSI, wade.arnold@allegion.com, (713) 823-3647

2016-17 CSI HOUSTON CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Director Through 2018:

Chris Whitmire, CSI, chrisw@nationalgypsum.com, (813) 447-6473

Director Through 2018:

Victoria Raineri, E.I.T., CSI, , vraineir@dow.com, (989) 423-9501

Director Through 2017:

Jeff Holstein, PE, CSI, dhi8710@aol.com, (713) 628-5289

Director Through 2017:

Sean Leich, CSI, sleich@mapei.com, (832) 276-8291

Director Through 2019:

Erin Wilson, CSI, AHC/CDC, CDT, erin.wilson@sbdinc.com, (713) 410-5334 o

Director Through 2019:

Gerard Linton, CSI, glinton@austin-ind.com, (713) 824-8969

Board Advisory Director:

Doug Frank, FCSI, specman.doug@gmail.com, (281) 660-6246 c

2016-17 CSI HOUSTON CHAPTER COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Programs:

Holly Jordan, FCSI, CCS, SCIP, LEED AP BD+C, holly.jordan@hok.com, (713) 407-7850 o

Membership:

Chris Eakins, CSI, chris.eakins@allegion.com, (281) 658-9821

Certification:

Greg Quintero, AIA, CSI, CDT, LEED AP BD+C, greg_quintero@gensler.com, (713) 356-1300

Golf Committee Chair:

Holly Jordan, FCSI, CCS, SCIP, LEED AP BD+C, holly.jordan@hok.com, (713) 407-7850 o

SPEC.tectonics Editor:

Logan Vits, CSI, CCPR, LEED AP BD+C, logan.vits@assaabloy.com, (713) 703-5201 c

Webmaster/Newsletter/Email:

Logan Vits, CSI, CCPR, LEED AP BD+C, logan.vits@assaabloy.com, (713) 703-5201 c

CSI SOUTH CENTRAL REGION SC Region President:

CSI INSTITUTE -

http://scr.csinet.org

Frank Fuller, CSI, frankf@nationalgypsum.com

http://csinet.org

Board Chair:

Ron Geren, FCSI, CCCA, ron@specsandcodes.com

Institute Director:

Holly Jordan, FCSI, CCS, SCIP, LEED AP BD+C, holly.jordan@hok.com, (713) 407-7850 o
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